Choose Your Own Adventure Nature Camp

Thorne’s two-week Choose Your Own Adventure Nature Camp was designed with a safety first approach to providing a private and customizable nature camp experience during the time of COVID-19. As the title implies, this camp will truly allow small groups of 4 or fewer campers to build their ultimate nature camp experience. Parents, with lots of enthusiastic input from their children, will have the opportunity to customize camp times, locations, and activities and might even be able to select their favorite Thorne instructor. And, the customization won’t stop there, because the real magic of Thorne camp happens when our expert instructors guide campers into activities that build upon their daily and ever abundant nature discoveries. Beyond focusing on customizable activities which could include nature art, biking, shelter building, birding, survival skills, or fishing; campers can expect to have their curiosity and engagement piqued through daily investigations, quests, and adventures that are tailored to the unique interests of their group. Because this camp is infinitely customizable and there is always more to discover in nature, the Choose Your Own Adventure Nature Camp can be repeated multiple times over the course of a summer, with participants getting a healthy dose of summer fun each time!

Camp Size: Max of 4 campers (private group)
Dates: June 1-12, June 22-July 3, July 13-24, or August 3-14
Ages: 6-11 (exceptions for 5 year old campers and campers older than 11 may be allowed)
Times: 8:30a-2:30p (variations may be possible within the limits of a 6-hour camp day)
Locations: Meet at your home or at a nearby park, trail, or open space with option to vary the meeting locations daily
Tuition: Sliding scale tuition $459-549 per week for a two week session

TO BEGIN THE REGISTRATION PROCESS, please complete the Choose Your Own Adventure Nature Camp INTEREST FORM.

Have questions, read our Small Group Size and COVID-19 IMPACT FAQ. And, if you need more information, or just want to talk to one of our friendly staff members, e-mail info@thornenature.org or call 303.499.3647 x100.